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By Treaty number 72 of October 13, 1854, the Bruce Peninsula, except for four reserves,
was surrendered to the Crown. One of the reserves was Reserve 29, which goes from
Southampton to Sauble beach. The locations of the northern terminus of that reserve has
long been in dispute. The dispute is who owns that part of Sauble Beach north of main
street.

The situation
Saugeen Ojibway First Nation (SOFN) has claimed since 1974 or earlier that part or all
of beach North of Main street is part of their reserve #29.
In 1995 SOFN turned the claim into a lawsuit. The lawsuit was almost inactive until
about 2012. In 2012 negotiation were initiated apparently to see if an out-of-court
settlement was possible. The TSBP mayor and Administer have been attending the
negotiation sessions.

The reserve according to the treaty
The treaty of 1854 reads:
“we reserve all that block of land bounded on the west by a
straight line running due north from The River Saugeen at
the spot where it is entered by a ravine immediately to the
west of the village and over which a bridge has recently
been constructed to the Shores of Lake Huron –on the East
by a line drawn from a spot upon the coast at a distance of
about nine miles and a half from the western boundary
aforesaid and running parallel thereto until it touches the
aforementioned northern limits of the recently surrendered
strip -….”
To make the words easier to decipher, the one long sentence above has been broken into
five elements:
1. from The River Saugeen at the spot where it is entered by a ravine immediately
to the west of the village and over which a bridge has recently been constructed
2. bounded on the west by a straight line running due north.. to the Shores of
Lake Huron …
3. a spot upon the coast at a distance of about nine miles and a half from the
western boundary
4. on the East by a line drawn from [the spot upon the coast] and running parallel
[to the western boundary] until it touches ..

5. the aforementioned northern limits of the recently surrendered [half mile] strip
...”

Element 1.
The first element, the spot on the Saugeen river, is shown on the map below. The ravine
and the bridge over the ravine are still there, and the village is still there, so the “spot” is
pretty much uncontroversial. This spot is easy to find. Start in Southampton driving
west on highway 21 towards Owen Sound. At the outskirts of Saugeen Shores, just befor
you enter the reserve, you will see a Park on the south side called “ ??? Ferris
Fishermans’s Park”. There is a set of stairs going down to the Saugeen River. The
bottom of the stairs is just a bit west of where the ravine enters the Saugeen. If instead yo
proceed west on highway 21 about another 150 meters, you will come to the ravine and
the bridge. It is right at the “you are entering SOFN reserve 29” sign. There is a path
that goes right down the west side of the ravine but take care as it appears to be private
property.

1854 Treaty - element 1. from The
River Saugeen at the spot where it is
entered by a ravine immediately to the
west of the village and over which a
bridge has recently been constructed

Element 2:
The next element, the western boundary (by the treaty) is also pretty much
uncontroversial. It is show below. It was surveyed on a bearing of true north
(astronomical north). Note that the western boundary was changed a bit late in 1855, but
the drawings below do not include that change, as it is not relevant to the survey of 1855,
which was done prior to the change. Note that the western boundary touches Lake
Huron at only one point.

Element 2. bounded on the west
by a straight line running due
north.. to the Shores of Lake
Huron

Element 3
Element 3 is a spot on the coast somewhere at Sauble.

Element 3. A spot upon the coast at a
distance of about nine miles and a half
from the western boundary aforesaid

Element number 3 is at first glance a bit ambiguous. The Western boundary is the
reference for the start of the “about nine and a half miles. The western boundary is a line
about 3 kilometres long. To get to get to a point about nine miles and a half from a
reference point would be easy and clear. But to go about nine and a half miles from a
line is not clear at all. The question is this: where on the western boundary reference
line do you start? Do you start at the north end of the western boundary? Do you start at
the south end of the western boundary? Or do you start somewhere in between?
If you assume that the treaty maker intended a start from the bottom end of the Western
boundary, that is at the Saugeen River where it is entered by the ravine, and you go about
9 1/2 miles, you come to about main street at Sauble. To be very clear, you must use the
treaty’s provision of “about” to get to main street. Exactly 9 ½ miles puts you slightly
North of Main street.

Assume start at bottom of
western boundary –
Northern terminus about
main street

Bottom of western boundary

Element 4 with a “bottom assumption”
Then if you proceed to element 4 you drop a line due south from the spot upon the coast
down to the fifth element.

Element 4. on the East by a line
drawn from the spot upon the
coast and running parallel [to the
western boundary] until it touches
…..

Element 5 with bottom assumption
Then element 5, which is the half mile strip, which is highway 21, takes you back to the
starting point.

Element 5. the aforementioned
northern limits of the recently
surrendered strip

And that defines the reserve (assuming the “bottom” reference on the western boundary).

The bottom assumption gives reserve boundaries exactly as they have been for the past
160 years.
Element 3 with “top assumption”
If on the other hand the “top” of the western boundary is assumed to be the start of the
“about 9 ½ miles”, then the 9 ½ miles puts the northern terminus at or near the Mouth of
the Sauble river. This seems a bit odd, because if the treaty writers has intended the
northern terminus to be the mouth of the Sauble River, then surely they would have just
said so.

Assume start at top of western boundary – Puts
Northern terminus about mouth of Sauble River.
Element 3. A spot upon the coast
at a distance of about nine miles
and a half from the western
boundary aforesaid

Top of western boundary

But the real concern about the “top” start is apparent when element 4 is drawn.
Element 4 with “top assumption”
If you darw element 4 (the eastern boundary) by surveying a line due south from the
“spot on the coast “ (that is at the sauble river mouth), you get a much longer eastern
boundary. But you also get a boundary that is shifted westward with respect to the
“bottom assumption” boundary, and is shifted west of the boundary that we have
observed over the last 160 years. The light green in the drawing is the current boundary;
the dark green is the top assumption boundary.

And you get a boundary that is in the water from the mouth of the Sauble south to
somewhere around Silver Lake Road. Using the “top” assumption makes the reserve
smaller. Using the top assumption takes the beach between main street and silver lake
road out of the reserve. It also takes a strip from silver lake road down to highway 21 out
of the reserve.
The result of using the “top” assumption is absurd. The top assumption does the opposite
of the SOFN claim, and so is not in the SOFN interests.
And while the top assumption is in the interests of the town (as the town would get more
land and also would have grounds for a lawsuit for about $25 million for 160 years of
loss of use and loss of revenues), it is an absurd assumption, and it is also unfair, and
must be rejected.
That leaves the “bottom assumption” as what must have been intended by the treaty
makers. That puts the northern terminus about main street.

East boundary “top” start
assumption

4. on the East by a line drawn
from a spot upon the coast
running parallel [to western
boundary] until it touches ..

East boundary “bottom”
start assumption

The claims
A 1990 lawsuit by the federal government against TSBP (Then Amabel) claimed all of
the beach for SOFN.

1990 Federal lawsuit claim:”That
portion of the frontage on Lake
Huron now known commonly as
Sauble Beach is included in the
land reserved from surrender by the
Saugeen Band and forms part of
the Saugeen Indian reserve #29.”

Treaty: “A spot upon the coast at a distance of
about nine miles and a half from the western
boundary aforesaid”

That 1990 claim by the federal Government is pretty much irrelevant as in the 1995 claim
the federal government became a defendant. The 1990 lawsuit went dormant soon after
1990. It is still dormant (but not settled).

A 1995 lawsuit by SOFN claimed of a post in lot 31, which is about 704 feet north of
sixth street.

1995 lawsuit claim:
to post 704 feet North
of 6th

Treaty: “A spot upon the coast at
a distance of about nine miles and
a half from the western boundary
aforesaid”

The lawsuit was fairly inactive until about 2012.

Recall that the treaty says:
A spot upon the coast at a distance of about nine miles and a
half from the western boundary
In 2012 the SOFN claim was amended to include:
That a survey be produced that accurately reflects the
language of the treaty, specifically that the boundary is 9 ½
miles from a spot on the coast as described in Treaty No. 72.
(paragraph 1. d) December 12, 2012 amended claim)
The claim is different than the treaty. Where the treaty says about nine miles and a half
from the western boundary, the SOFN claim is 9 ½ miles from a spot on the coast.
The treaty says 9 ½ miles to a spot on the coast, not from a spot on the coast.
The 2012 SOFN claim also includes:
…The saugeen Nation were promised “about 9 ½ miles” of
frontage along lake huron. …. (Paragraph 6 December 12,
2012 amended claim)
This also is inconsistent with the treaty. Where the treaty says about nine miles and a
half from the western boundary, the claim is about 9 ½ miles” of frontage along lake
huron. The treaty does not even mention “frontage”. The treaty did not promise about
9 ½ miles” of frontage.
If one were to start at the only spot along the coast from which a start could be made, that
is the top of the western boundary, and walk along the shoreline, following the contour of
the shoreline (not in a straight line), one would end up about 704 feet north of sixth street.
But to get there one must misread and misrepresent the treaty. First the treaty does not
say from a spot on the coast. And second the treaty does not say or imply anything other
than a straight line of about 9 ½ miles.

To get 704 feet north of sixth
street must misread and
misrepresent the treaty.

2012 SOFN 1. - 9 ½
miles from a spot on
the coast as described
in Treaty No. 72.

2012 SOFN 2 - about 9 ½
miles of frontage along
lake huron.

Treaty “A spot upon the coast
at a distance of about nine
miles and a half from the
western boundary aforesaid”

A note in an SOFN 2013 newsletter is of interest, as it appears to suggest that the
northern terminus is main street.

2013 Kahgee: “Rankin
planted a post at the
northeastern boundary
of our reserve, roughly
9.5 miles from our
territory’s Southwestern
boundary. “

Southwestern boundary

Putting all of these on one map:

1995 SOFN – 704 feet
north of 6th; compass
line.

2012 SOFN 1. - 9 ½
miles from a spot on the
coast as described in
Treaty No. 72.
1990 Canada
claim – all Sauble
beach

2012 SOFN 2 - about
9 ½ miles of frontage
along lake huron.

1855 Treaty “A spot upon the coast
at a distance of about nine miles
and a half from the western
2013 Kahgee:“Rankin
planted a post at the
northeastern boundary
of our reserve, roughly
9.5 miles from our
territory’s Southwestern
boundary. “

boundary aforesaid

”

Rankin Map 1854; Main street

The Maps
Surveyor Charles Rankin’s official survey map (also called a plan) is in the archives in
Ottawa. A scan of the map is on the NRC Survey’s website:
http://clss.nrcan.gc.ca/plan-eng.php?id=862+CLSR+ON
The map clearly has the northern terminus of the reserve at or slightly below main street.

This is a magnification of the same Rankin map at main street.

This is a magnification at seventh street:

There is no indication of a post or reserve anywhere near seventh street.

Two tracings of the map are at:
http://clss.nrcan.gc.ca/plan-eng.php?id=T26+CLSR+ON
The first tracing shows the northern terminus at main street. There is no indication of a
post or reserve anywhere near seventh street.

The second tracing also shows the northern terminus at or slightly south of main street.
There is no indication of a post or reserve anywhere near seventh street.

Rankin also made at least one rough drawing. One is at the Toronto reference library
(789 Yonge street) in the collections room as part of the Rankin collection and is
catalogued as “S16 Rankin Papers (Amabel)”. This is not a government archive. It is in
a library collection which is more of a history collection. It was never submitted and has
no official survey status.
It is clear from the title that it was a draft. The original title is KEPPEL in large neatly
printed letters. The KEPPEL is stroke out and above it in scrawly handwriting in small
letters is amabel. Below and to the right is something that bears no resemblance to any
thing in Keppell or Amabel.

It appears that it started as a fairly final plan of Keppel township, that an uncorrectible
mistake was made, or the map was damaged, and rather than toss the map Rankin simply
stroked out the Keppel and used it as a working draft for Amabel. Then someone at some
time was collecting Rankin’s working papers and found it. It was never submitted to the
government. It is definitely not Rankin’s final survey plan.
There is a date on the draft map, October 22, 1956. That date was prior to completion of
his journal and field notes, so it could not possibly be his final map.
The draft map, like the official submitted map and all others, shows the northern terminus
at or just below main street.

On this rough map there is also a post drawn at about seventh street about 115 feet from
the edge of the water. Next to the post is the notation:
N.E.< Ind. Res.

The SOFN, the Town, the federal government, and the Ontario government are all
claiming that the notation means “Northeast angle Indian reserve” and that the notation
marks the northern terminus of the reserve.

There are several reasons why the “post in lot 31” (the “post”) cannot plausibly mark the
northern terminus:
No angle
To form an angle you need two intersecting lines. The post is a point on a single line.
You cannot form an angle with a single line. And a point on a line cannot be an angle.
To form an angle you would need two lines intersecting at the post. We clearly do not
have that. So it cannot be the Northeast Angle.
Not on the coast
The treaty clearly indicates the northern terminus as a spot on the coast. The post is not
on the coast. Therefore it cannot be the northern terminus.
Not about 9 ½ miles from the western boundary
The treaty also specifies the northern terminus as about nine and a half miles from the
western boundary. The post is nowhere near nine and a half miles. Even if you use the
absurd “top assumption” to start the 9 ½ miles, it comes nowhere near the post. The post
cannot be the northern terminus
No traverse to the coast.
If the post were part of the reserve boundary, it would have been necessary to traverse
and survey that part of the boundary that connects the post to the coast. This was not
done. There is no such traverse in the field notes and no indication even of what true
bearing such a traverse might run. Should it go due west? Northwest? Southwest?. The
fact that this boundary is undefined and unsurveyed means that the post is not part of the
reserve boundary, and that the post is not the Northeastern boundary.
No gain in reserve between main and sixth
The post is on the northery projection of the eastern boundary. If one drops the line due
south from the post per the treaty it turns into the eastern boundary. This was done on
Rankin’s rough draft. But the line drawn was in the water in 1855 from sixth street to
main street and so provides no land between sixth street to main street for the SOFN to
have claimed.
Tiny triangle between sixth and seventh not marked on any plan as reserve.
If the post were on the reserve boundary (which it isn’t ), and a line to the coast were
surveyed (which it wasn’t), there would be a tiny triangle of reserve bounded by the
eastern boundary on the east, the line from the post to the coast on the north, and lake
Huron as it was in 1855 on the west. This would be tiny but would be big enough to
show and identify on Rankin’s maps. No such triangle of reserve is shown or marked in
any way. Rankin was a seasoned surveyor and it is implausible that he would miss

marking the triangle reserve if indeed there was one. The lack of identification of any
tiny triangle of reserve clearly demonstrates that it did not exist.
Not on any official map or plan
The post is not on any official map. Rankin submitted no map that showed either the post
in lot 31, or any indication of reserve around seventh street, or reserve anywhere on the
beach North of main.

Any one of these reasons above adequately refutes the claim that the post is the northern
terminus of the reserve. Together they are absolutely compelling.
All challenges to rebut this rejection of the post argument have gone unanswered.
The post I believe was real and was in the ground at the location as shown in the draft
map. But it was only a point in the traverse from the river mouth due south along the
northward extension of what was the eastern boundary, meaning the northern projection
of the eastern boundary from the real terminus at main street to the lot 31 post.
This is confirmed by notes in Rankin’s journal and field notes (see below).
What Rankin’s purpose was in the notation is a matter of some speculation.
In the notation he may have been writing a note to himself (thus only on the draft map),
saying “this post is on the northward projection (past the terminus) of the eastern
boundary. Or this post is on the traverse down to the N.E. terminus of the eastern
boundary. Rankin’s rough or draft work is full of shorthand. I believe the notation was
meant for him and his crew, and not to define the northern terminus of the reserve.

The survey notes
Rankin kept a “journal” and made “field notes”.
They are in the federal government library at Ottawa, but are also scanned online.
The journal is at:
http://clss.nrcan.gc.ca/plan-eng.php?id=FB325%20CLSR%20ON
The field notes are at:
http://clss.nrcan.gc.ca/plan-eng.php?id=FB214%20CLSR%20ON

Between September 4 and September 7 Rankin or his assistant Gould or both traversed
the line from the post in lot 31 to main street and then along the eastern boundary to the
half mile strip.
We know that the traverse started at the lot 31 post by adding up the distances from his
field notes and also from his journal.
He starts his field notes:
“[astronomical bearing ] south, Var [variation] 2’ W [2
degrees west] On the sandy beach at 14 c [chains] to 115 c
Lake edge of, at 128 ascent the little sandy bank, then low
sand hills at 160 c ..

The traverse notes end:
South
Var 2’W
…at 693 c 50 l [l = links] swamp at 702 c hardwood rolling
surface at 709 c 30 l old line N. Boundary of strip

surrendered in 1851 coming out 1 c 63 l East of post between
lots 43 and 44 centres of line being taken [last three words
hard to read]

The traverse was clearly 709 chains, 30 links.
This is confirmed by the journal. For each of the 4 days September 4,5,6,7 the journal
records 177 chains traversed. For a total of 708. The journal distances are approximate
as they do not define any traverse but rather just record the rough amount of work
accomplished in the day.
In spite of the tiny difference, the 708 chains in the journal corroborates the 709.3 chains
traverse according to the fields notes.
If one starts at the end point at the half mile strip and scribes off 709.3 chains, one comes
to the point where the post was marked in lot 31. It is therefore clear that the recorded
traverse started at the post. It is also clear that the traverse was on the northward
projection of the line that became the eastern boundary at main strteet.
The description of the beginning of the traverse south from the post is reproduced below:
The shorthand is a bit of a challenge.

I read it as:
Sept. 4, 1855 1 day surveyed, 177 chains:
“Continued the traverse from the mouth of the au Sable to the
continuation of the Indian Boundary & continued the
Boundary”

If Rankin had been starting the traverse of the eastern boundary from the post in lot 31,
he would have said: “Ran eastern boundary of Indian reserve”
It was September. They were camping. Ranking used shorthand all the time. There
would be no reason for him to put the long sentence in his journal if he in fact were
running the eastern boundary. “Ran eastern boundary” would have been sufficient and
appropriate.
I conclude that he was clearly not running the eastern boundary when he started at the lot
31 post.
The lot 31 post was just a marker for conducting the traverse southward to the northern
terminus.
I believe his entry meant:
“Continued the traverse from the mouth of the Sauble River
through the northerly projection of the eastern boundary from
its terminus near the Hepworth road and then continued the
along the Indian boundary. “
This fits well with the journal chainage of 177 for the day.
It also fits with the field notes:
The 14 c and 115 chains at the edge of lake Huron confirm that the start was at the lot 31
post.

The journal entries for september 5, 6, 7 confirm that Rankin was by then on the eastern
boundary

Sept 5, 1855 177 chains “Continued, the [Indian] Boundary”
Sept 6 177 chains continued, the boundary & removed camp
Sept 7 177 chains “Continued the I By South”
Sept 8 ½ day surveying rermoved camp to the ½ mile strip
and continued the line of the 1st and 2nd concession west
through concession d to the I/.B. [Indian Boundary]
The entry for september 8 is not along the eastern boundary, confirming that they
finished the traverse south along the eastern boundary extension and the eastern boundary
itself on September 7, logging 709.3 chains.

The field notes put the northern terminal at main
Field notes clear traverse starts at post in lot 31 and ends at 709.3 chains at half mile strip.
Treaty element three defines a spot on the coast. Treaty element four says that the
eastern boundary is drawn from that spot on the coast due southward. This means that
the northern terminus is the spot where the eastern boundary meets the coast.
Clear from field notes that the eastern boundary or its northward projection intersect the
coast (Field notes say “at waters edge”) at two points, namely at 28 chains below the post
and at 115 chains below the post.
This puts those two points on the coast exactly 709.3 -115 + 594.3 chains and 709.3 – 28
= 681.3 chains due north of the point where the eastern boundary intersects the north
boundary of the half mile strip.
594.3 chains due North from the half mile strip along the east boundary is right at main
street. 681.3 chains due North from the half mile strip along the east boundary point is at
6th street.
Rankin’s field notes to that point put the northern terminus either at sixth street or main
street.
There are two reasons why the northern terminus is not the spot upon the coast at sixth
street.
First it is nowhere near “about 9 ½ miles from the western boundary”.
Second even if the northern terminus were the spot upon the coast at sixth street,
everything west of the eastern boundary between sixth and main was water in 1855
anyway, meaning no land, meaning no reserved land between mains and sixth. Simply
put, a spot on coast at sixth street gives no more reserve that the spot upon the coast at
main.

The spot upon the coast at main has to be the northern terminus. Rankin’s field notes
taken in the context of the treaty language put the northern terminus at main street.
The same conclusion can be drawn fom Rankin’s rough map (with the post at 31
marked). On that map the northerly projection of the eastern boundary is drawn right on
the map, showing clearly the two spots on the coast at 594.3 and 681.3 chains due north
of the northern boundary of the half mile strip.
The official maps do not have the northerly extension of the eastern boundary drawn in,
but the spot on the coast at 594.3 chains above the northern boundary of the three mile
strip is clear from the official map.
The sauble river sounding map
There was also an 1856 sounding chart … which referred to Rankin's post and an
indication that the words “northeast point of the Saugeen Reserve” were on the post. It is
true there is a chart and the words are on the chart.
But there is no evidence that the engineers who made the notation actually saw the post
or had any idea what, if anything, was carved into the post. The reasonable explanation
is that the engineers misread the notation on Rankin’s draft October 12, 1855 map and
just transferred the misrepresentation to their own map.
Evidence from the sideroad traverses
Rankin and crew traversed side roads in amabel township . They traversed from east to
west along the road allowance between concessions A and B
And also through concessions C and D between:
Lots 5 and 6
Lots 10 and 11
Lots 15 and 16
Lots 20 and 21
Lots 25 and 26
Lots 30 and 31
Lot 35 and the mill lot
The ends of the traverses between A/B, 5/6, 10/11, 15/16, 20/21 all end with a notation in
field notes like this:
At 82 c 76 l Indian Boundary, post (5/6)

Steep decent to 71c level 78 c 63l I. Boundary, post (10/11)

At 53c swamp at 75c 08 l Indian boundary, post (15/16)

At 69 c14 the top sloping at 70 c 92 l the Indian Boundary –
post (20/21)
Main street is between lots 25 and 26. All the east to west traverses below lot 25 ended
with the same notation – Indian reserve, post.
The western traverses between 25/26, 30/31and end differently
Between lots 25/26
“at 65.48 c sand hills at 67c 20 l posts 1c 06 from lake
huron”
(no mention of Indian Boundary)
Notable is the traverse did not end at the Indian reserve.

Between lots 30/31
“at 54c 20l dry sandy ridges yellow line at 62c 56 l posts 1c
72 from lake huron 10c 66 S. of post of Ind reserve…
Notable is the traverse did not indicate any end at the Indian reserve.
The mention of “10c 66 S. of post of Ind reserve” appears on the surface to be evidence
of the Indian boundary. For reasons discussed above it is not. If Rankin’s traverse of the
side road had ended at the boundary of the Indian reserve he would have said so. It
would be a serious breach of proper note taking not to.
What he meant was 10.66 chains south of the post on the northern extension of the line
that is the Indian boundary.
Miscellaneous evidence
Several other surveys have been done (Archibald in 1927, White in 1931, Low in 1888).
None have put the Northern terminus near 7th street. Several have confirmed the
Northern terminus at about main street.
For example, Ontario Land Surveyor White (1931) concluded:
“ .. which would bring [Rankin] almost to the north limit of
lot 25 concession D, Amabel Township. I was therefore
unable to confirm the Indians’ contention that the East
boundary took in any of the water front north of Lot 25,
concession D , Amabel.”
(Lot 25 is the one just south of main street)
Some of the reports that put the northern terminus at or near main street include the
following:
Department of Indian Affairs letter august 9, 1932
“.. it is considered that the boundary is correctly located and
that nothing can be gained by the band spending money in
another survey….. In re-establishing the line Mr. White took
particular care to search for old monuments and another
survey would be a waste of money.
Department of Indian Affairs July 13, 1934 letter:
“The Indians claimed that the boundary as established is
incorrect, and in 1931, Mr. W.R. White of this department
was requested to investigate the matter… He recommended
that the east boundary of the reserve as posted and fenced be

confirmed. A copy of his report is enclosed. This department
is not contemplating any further resurvey of this line.”
Boyer report to Indian affairs March 30, 1951
“From the above information there appears to be no doubt
that the east boundary of Saugeen Indian Reserve stopped at
the north boundary of lot 25 as reported by Mr. White in
1931; it is our view that this report should be considered as
the final settlement of the Indians’ claim”
Federal Government official J.D. Bradley regarding the Boyer memo of March 30, 1951:
“File this memo; nothing further is required. If the matter
ever comes up again this memo will be sufficiently complete
to base a reply that no part of the I.R. #29 lies north of lot
25.”
Department of Indian Affairs and Northern Development letter:
" the intersection of PSL Rankin’s line with [the ordinary
high water mark] in lot 26, concession D, makes the
northeast boundary."
(Lot 26 is just North of main street)
OLS Hewitt about 1973:
"… it would be difficult, if not impossible, to find any
evidence which would establish any claim by the band to
beach land to the north of the allowance for road, between
Lots 25 and 26 concession D Amabel"

[proper citations will be added]
The Huff letter

The words “we tried to buy it ] before but were told it was Indian land” is evidence that
Mr. Huff believes he was told it was Indian land. Whether he was actually told that or
not is not clear. Even if he had been told that it would not mean it was Indian land.

The reply on the other hand is written, is somewhat official from J. G. Caldwell, Director,
Indian Lands and timber, and strongly suggests that the accretion land of the Patented
lots accrues to the lot owner. If it was Indian land the accretion would accrue to the
SOFN. So it could not be in his view Indian land. This evidence is more reliable than an
an unidentified source supposedly saying orally that it was Indian land.

Response of the three governments
The SOFN is the plaintiff in this case. The SOFN sued the defendants. The defendants
include the Federal Government, the Provincial Government, The Town of South Bruce
Peninsula, (and three private landowners).
One might expect the three governments to act like defendants and present some kind of
defence. Instead the Federal and Town governments are overtly supporting the SOFN,
and the Ontario government is tacitly supporting the plaintiff with its silence.
The Federal Government role
On August 6, the federal government, represented by Gary Penner, presented its case.
Remarkably, Mr. Penner presented only that evidence that supported the SOFN case. Mr.
Penner did not show the Rankin official map, or any of its official tracings. Mr. Penner
even implicitly denied the existence of the official Rankin maps. A resident asked about
the map that Mr. Penner had presented August 6:
Louise xxx: “And that’s therefore the last map that Rankin
himself prepared … the one you showed us today?”
Gary Penner: That is correct.
Louise xxx: Thank you.
Mr. Penner showed only that part of his unofficial map that was advantageous to the
SOFN case. He showed the post at lot 31, but he did not show the “KEPPEL” notation
stroked out, and he failed to show the area of the map at main street which showed the
terminus at main street.
The federal government also failed to mention the plethora of evidence that contradicts
the SOFN claim, including the letters quoted above.
The federal government also failed to mention a 2006 report by surveyor/ lawyer Brian
Ballantyne, that report also disputing the SOFN claim.

Provincial Government
Paragraph 10 of the Ontario January 31 2013 amended pleading:
On the date of the treaty of October13, 1854 and prior
thereto the lands described in paragraph 1(a) of the
statement of claim in the action (hereinafter “the lands”)
were part of lake Huron and were covered by the waters of
lake Huron. The lands have never been subject to the
aboriginal title of the plaintiffs, their predecessors or their

band or held by them pursuant to aboriginal title. The lands
were never part of the Indian Reserve that was ceded and
surrendered by the predecessors of the PLAINTIFFS TO
THE Crown by the Treaty of October 13, 1854 or any part
of any reservation to which the cession and surrender was
subject.
Paragraph 15:
Whether by accretion or otherwise, the lands comprise part of
township lots 26 to 31 inclusive, Concession D, township of
Amabel and part of the allowances for roads between Lots 25
and 26 and between Lots 30 and 31, established by and
shown on the original survey and plan of the Township of
Amabel in 1856 by C. Rankin, PLS.
Paragraph 16:
The lands do not now comprise and never have comprised
any part of the Indian Reserve established and shown on the
said original survey and plan, or any part of a “reserve”
within the meaning of the Indian Act , R.S.C. 1985 c. 1-5 or
its predecessors.

(“Lands” means the beach)
The 2004 pleading is almost identical, and has no material differences.
I believe the 2004 pleading was Ontario’s first, even though nine years after the lawsuit
was filed.

These Ontario pleadings as I read them are very clear:
1) Sauble beach north of main was never reserved by treaty (para. 16)
2) Sauble beach north of main was never part of the reserve established by the
Rankin survey (para. 15).
Ontario lawyer Robert Ratcliffee either wrote or was involved in writing both the 2004
and 2013 Ontario pleadings.
The provincial government was a participant in the 2012 2013 mediation.
Robert Ratcliffe was part of the panel at the August 6 meetings at Sauble and Wiarton.
Ontario’s position is, or at least was, contrary to that of SOFN

Ontario’s position is, or at least was, directly and clearly contrary to that presented on
August 6, 2014 by Canada and by TSBP.
Yet Robert Ratliffe said not a word. And his colleague said nothing.

To me this silence was tacit endorsement of the Federal Governments support of the
plaintiff SOFN.
So the provincial Government has also breached their duty.

The Town of South Bruce Peninsula
The town is also working the SOFN side, against the residents.
The first concern is that someone at town hall is trying to keep seasonal residents
completely in the dark. The flyer announcing the meeting went only to permanent
residents. (About 80 % of Sauble Residents are seasonal.) The August 6 propaganda
brochure also went only to seasonal residents.
What is particularly troubling is that someone at town hall, without any authority, has
gone on a propaganda campaign in favour of the first nations.
Without authority because there is a policy that no correspondence goes out without
formal council approval, meaning by resolution made and discussed and voted in open
session. The August propaganda sheet had none of these.
The mayor indicated publicly that if the matter went to court the town would likely lose.
This is from the propaganda flyer:
only 8 miles of land along Sauble Beach was received rather
than the approximate 9.5 miles that was stated in the Treaty.
As argued above this is false. The treaty clearly never promised 9 ½ miles of beach.
The propaganda brief also stated:

Rankin’s survey notes clearly state that this survey marker at
Lot 31 “is the northern Boundary of the Reserve ”.
This too is false. Rankin’s field notes are repeated below. Rankin was not traversing the
line from the river to the three mile strip. Rankin was not at the time traversing the

eastern boundary. He was traversing the sideroad between lots 30 and 31. His field notes
must be read in that context.

Rankin wrote:

10 c [chains] 66 l [links] S. of post of Ind. Reser….
He did not say that the post was a survey “marker”.
He did not say that the post was the “the northern Boundary of the Reserve ”.
The August 6 propaganda is false. The propaganda is creative revisionism.
The propaganda continued:
“If the Town proceeds to trial, the costs could range from $ 5
to $7million or more (initial lower - court decision, likely
subsequent appeals to the Court of Appeal and the Supreme
Court, costs of experts, potential court costs, etc.). At the $ 7
million cost, the increase in property tax could represent an

additional 90 % in one year for all properties in the Town of
South Bruce Peninsula . Example of increased cost
for a $200,000 residential property :
Regular taxes: $2,243 plus $995 for legal costs = $3,208

This is unsupported and unsupportable propaganda.
The propaganda continued:
Should the Town proceed to litigation and incur such costs,
missed capital project Opportunities for residents could
include: expansion of Town services in Wiarton to create
an industrial area in the southend ; road
maintenance/reconstruction and other capital replacement
projects identified in the Asset Management Plan.

This is just plain ridiculous. It assumes a loss in court, assumes ridiculous costs, and
double counts the effect as 1) a $900 per house tax increase and2) lost opportunity to do
Wiarton projects.
It is clearly double counting.
It is a clear attempt to divide the community. It is a clear attempt to pit one part of the
town (Wiarton residents ) against another (Sauble residents).
The mayor emailed a constituent:
“You are correct in that only the Federal Government
of Canada have the authority to deal with this land
claim dispute.”
(The mayor clearly does not understand that it is in court)
Conclusion:
The treaty, the maps (including the draft), the survey notes and diary, and letters from and
to federal government officials all put the northern terminus at mains street, right where it
has been for the last 160 years.
There is no reliable evidence that a terminus at lot 31 was ever promised or granted.

Craig Gammie
531 Third Ave. N, Sauble Beach

